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Happy Boating Season NRPS members! If I had to
describe the NRPS in two words for the last 60 days, it
would be “Team Work”. Members have pulled together
to do wonderful things in the last 60 days. These include
vessel safety checks, public safe boating and member
classes, Flares for Life, the National Safe Boating Week
kickoff at Bennett’s Creek Park, and the Clean the Bay
Day. Through these public awareness, safety, and training opportunities, the NRPS Magic is working in force by
saving lives on the water. Thank you for all you do for
our organization and the public. You are directly responsible for fewer fatalities when you participate.
Now it’s not all work that keeps this squadron of
America’s Boating Club going. We had an excellent
weekend at Bluewater Marina on 14-16 May. The temperatures were in the 80s and 90s all weekend with the
rains at night. My thank you goes to Lin and Cheryl Hanbury for the excellent planning and execution of our Jamaican-themed weekend. It was a great shakedown
cruise to open our boating season. My thank you also
goes to all who contributed and came to join the fun. I
invite you to view the variety of photos on the Event
Photos page at www.nrpowersquadron.com.
Now it’s not all work that keeps this squadron of
America’s Boating Club going. We had an excellent
weekend at Bluewater Marina on 14-16 May. The temperatures were in the 80s and 90s all weekend with the
rains at night. My thank you goes to Lin and Cheryl Hanbury for the excellent planning and execution of our Jamaican-themed weekend. It was a great shakedown
cruise to open our boating season. My thank you also
goes to all who contributed and came to join the fun. I
invite you to view the variety of photos on the Event
Photos page at www.nrpowersquadron.com.
Themed cruise weekends have always been fun.
We are always looking for new ideas for our fun events.

Let your Executive Committee members know your
idea. As Commander, I’m willing to give it a try if the
membership agrees. Speaking of new ideas, let me know
if you would be interested in leading a fishing, poker run,
canoeing, picnic, dancing or other event. We will canvass
the membership for interest and proceed accordingly.
Also, as most of the cruises now have Officers of the Day
(OD), it would be a great opportunity to offer to help them
so you can learn the “ropes” or lines so to speak. Frank
and Grace Brown will OD Harborfest weekend at TYA in
Portsmouth 11-13 June.
My thanks goes to Rana Weaver for her Poster
Contest work. Her efforts allowed us to award the winning
students at our last general meeting, provide awards to
the schools before the school year ends, and be ready to
compete at the D/5 level at Summer Rendezvous for our
second year of participation.
Zeroing in on the National Safe Boating Week kickoff
at Bennett’s Creek Park on 22 May, I thank the vessel
safety examiners Butch Baxter, Drex Bradshaw, Frank
Brown, Lin Hanbury, and Donnie Weaver for performing
vessel safety examinations. We beat last year’s event
record for VSCs. I thank Jennifer Presson for organizing
and managing the cookout and for cooking the hot dogs
and hamburgers. I thank Donnie Weaver for getting the
word out to the public. I thank Drex Bradshaw for
bringing, manning, and returning the education trailer.
This was our first time at Bennett’s Creek Park and it
presented a great opportunity to grow our annual event
worked “behind the scenes” to make this a successful
Cdr, Continued, Page 3
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Executive
Officer’s Report

Safety Officer’s
Report

Lt/C Mary Fisher, P

Lt. Rana Weaver, AP

As you all know, NRPS held our annual VSC day on
May 22 at Bennett’s Creek Park. We had 5 inspectors
onsite, ending up with around 15-18 boats inspected.
Drex Bradshaw attended with the D5 Events / Educational Trailer. A lively group of members then showed up
for the cookout so the day was successful and fun was
had by all. Thanks go out to all of the inspectors –
Donnie Weaver, Lin Hanbury, Butch Baxter, Drex Bradshaw and Frank Brown, and to Drex for bringing the
trailer. Thanks to Matt, Jennifer and Mark Presson for
handling the details of the cookout. It was a job well
done.
Our next public event is the “Clean the Bay Day” on
June 5. NRSP is responsible, with many other Suffolk
residents, for cleaning up Bennett’s Creek Park.
The plan is to work from 0900 until 1200 cleaning the
waterfront and the park. There are two ways to volunteer
your help – by water or on land. To volunteer go online at
www.cbf.org/clean then click on “volunteer for Clean the
Bay Day”. A registration form will pop up and you just fill
it in noting the NRPS as the group you are volunteering
with. You will register here initially and then you will need
to show up at the park around 0800-0815 to sign in. I
know it seems as if you are registering twice but the
benefit of signing up online is that the City of Suffolk will
get recognition if you sign up through the online site.
Don’t decide not to volunteer if you cannot sign up online
– you can still register or sign in onsite Saturday, June 5.
If you want to assist using watercraft make a note on
your online registration so the site coordinator can contact you with details.
For this event, you will want to bring work gloves, hat
(sun protection), sunscreen, water and possibly bug
spray as this is the park with marsh lands and we do live
in the south were bugs just seem to thrive. You will also
want to wear closed toe shoes as they will not let you
participate in flip flops or sandals. Again this is just protection for you. So please see if your schedule is open so
you can assist us in this effort.
More Boating “Safety” Tips…..
-When boating, always wear a swimsuit with suspenders.
This makes it easier on the guys with the grappling hooks
when they’re trying to retrieve your body.
-Always wear a life jacket in case you fall overboard.
Also, it’s a good idea to take along something to read in
case you’re swallowed by a whale. Most whales seem to
enjoy Moby Dick.
-Boating while intoxicated in not illegal in some states,
but it’s stupid in all of them.

Carbon Monoxide is a potentially deadly gas produced any time a carbon-based fuel, such as gasoline,
propane, charcoal or oil burns. Sources on boats include gasoline engines, generators, cooking ranges,
and space and water heaters. Carbon Monoxide can
collect inside, alongside and behind a boat in just minutes. It only takes one or two breaths of this gas for it
to be fatal.
When swimming around a boat, stay away from
exhaust vents and exhaust pipes of inboard and outboard engines and generators. Did you know that the
exhaust from other vessels running their engine or generator within 20 feet of your boat can cause carbon
monoxide gas to accumulate in your cabin? When
your boat is underway, back drafting can cause carbon
monoxide to accumulate inside the cabin, cockpit, and
even your bridge. New areas of concern are the rear
deck near the swim platform where engines or generators are running. Many people are wake surfing very
close to these areas of boats now and so there is a
potential higher risk of carbon monoxide ingestion.
Educate your family and friends about carbon
monoxide and make them aware of the early signs of
poisoning. Carbon monoxide enters your bloodstream
through the lungs and displaces the oxygen your body
needs. Some signs of carbon monoxide poisoning are
irritated eyes, headache, nausea, weakness, and dizziness. If a passenger is experiencing these symptoms,
move the person to fresh air immediately and then investigate the cause. Seek medical attention if necessary.
If you do not already have carbon monoxide
detectors on your boat, you should install them. Make
sure to test your carbon monoxide detectors frequently
to assure that they are working properly. Make sure all
exhaust clamps on your boat are in place and secure.
Also make sure all hoses are pliable and free of
cracked or burned sections to prevent fumes from escaping.

Remember - safety on the water starts with
you!

-Anonymous
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Administrative
Officer’s Report

Educational
Officer’s Report

Lt/C Mark Presson

With our Hometown Shakedown cruise behind us,
everyone is looking forward to the Norfolk Harborfest
Cruise June 11-13 at Tidewater Yacht Marina. If you
have not yet reserved your slip, give them a call at 3932525. In addition to the merriment of Harborfest itself,
Frank and Grace Brown will be serving as ODs for this
cruise. They are planning a Flag Day theme. Whether
by land or by sea, we hope to see you there.
Other summer cruises planned include:
Across the Bay Cruise at Bay Creek Marina, Cape
Charles on July 16-18
Town and Country Cruise at Smithfield Station on
August 20-22
Also the squadron will be assisting with Clean the
Bay Day at Bennett’s Creek Park in Suffolk on June 5.
Be sure to sign up for cruises at our next general meeting on June 8. The meeting will be at Plaza Azteca
with the social hour starting at 1830 and the meeting at
1900.

Lt/C Lilly Stone, JN
CLASS SCHEDULES FOR 2010:
SAFE BOATING CLASS
We will have 1 more FREE
Tell your friends

NAVIGATION
Instructor: Tom Chapman
Ongoing

INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
Instructors: Frank Brown
& Lilly Stone. Cost $25.00
Date & Place to follow

INSTRUCTOR RE-CERTIFICATION
Instructor: Lilly Stone
NO COST. 2 Hours.
Scheduled when needed.

SEAMANSHIP
Instructors: Art Aikin &
Brenda Wallace
2010/ Place & Date TBD.

ADVANCED PILOTING
Instructor: Fletcher Beadles
Sept. 2010 / Date & Cost TF
Main St Methodist Church, Suffolk.

True Nautical Terms!?!?
-Larry Stefanovich,
Coast Guard Sea Veterans of America’s Website

It behooves any boat owner or anyone considering a
boat purchase to become thoroughly familiar with the
terminology associated with boating. Not only will it make
you feel at ease discussing boats, it also serves to warn
others that you are an individual to be reckoned with.
Here are some definitions for the nautical terms you will
undoubtedly encounter during your life as a boater. Take
time to learn them now!
Aboard - A piece of lumber that may be used to repair
your boat.
Aft - Acronym for Automatic Flotation Thing. The Coast
Guard requires that you have a personal flotation device
for each member on board; these are the ones that are
*supposed* to inflate automatically when you hit the water (and you will) to prevent drowning.
Adrift - A method of moving across the water when nothing on your boat works. You normally do not have a lot of
input as to where you are actually going, but you can get
there.
Anchor - A mechanical device that is supposed to keep
the boat in one place (see dragging). These devices are
sometimes used to submerge expensive anchor lines and
chain when used without proper termination at both ends
of the anchor line.
Astern - A type of look. Your spouse gives you astern
look when you attempt to buy things for your new boat.
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MARINE ELECTRONICS and WEATHER Courses
Looking for instructors.

Put Education and Fun on your Calendar
Sad but True Statistic
Over two thirds of all fatal boating accident victims
drowned, and of those, ninety percent were not wearing a
life jacket. Three out of every 4 who drowned were boating in vessels less than 21 feet in length…
From www.boatone.webs.com blog

Cdr, Cont. from Page 1
event.
NRPS voted to support the Clean the Bay Day. Frank
Brown is our Clean the Bay Day Zone Captain. Look for
signup details in this newsletter. We need you for 3 hours
on the morning of 5 June at Bennett’s Creek Park. Please
wear one of the bright Blind Dinghy Race Tee shirts or
other NRPS shirts on that day to show a unified face to
the public and maybe even generate potential candidates
for NRPS membership. It’s not too late to plan to participate.

Boat safe and keep the NRPS magic alive!
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Boating Humor!
It comes in all shapes and forms...and it can happen to any of us! Here is a “Letter”
that I think we can ALL identify with! Reprinted from www.BoatSafe.com
An Open Letter To My Creditors
Dear Banks and/or Credit Unions to whom I owe money,
I have started down that slippery slope to bankruptcy and thought you might appreciate it if I gave you plenty of advance
notice. Granted, this may not happen for a while, but I didn’t want it to be a complete surprise for you when it does.
You see, I have recently taken the first step toward insolvency, according to many financial experts. Yes, that’s right.
Despite knowing full well what the future consequences were, I (actually, it’s we, since my wife will be penniless also)
recently went out and bought a boat. This news is certain to cause the people in your collections department to adorn my
file with those large red flags that you like to use to denote probable future deadbeats. I understand. You have rules that
you’ve got to follow.
Although it probably has no bearing on your view of our financial future as being quite dismal, I thought you might like to
know that we only bought a small boat. A used one. One that was well within our budget. Oh, I know, you’re going to say
that it doesn’t matter how sensibly the addiction begins. You’re going to tell me that once it has taken hold there is little, if
any, treatment. You’ll warn me that the insidious cravings worsen with each season until the guy who started out with a
small pontoon boat wakes up one day in the stateroom of his custom built seventy-eight foot houseboat and realizes that
he is in way over his head. Then he has no choice but to bail out, so to speak, of his financial obligations. It happens all
the time, you say.
Perhaps it’s pier pressure (a little marine humor there) that causes otherwise sane people to immediately start planning
the purchase of a larger boat the same day they take delivery of their new one. All it takes is for some so-called friend to
float by in a rig that’s 6 feet longer and twenty miles-an-hour faster, saying, "Hey, man, this is good stuff, ya wanna try
it?" They give it a try and the next thing you know, they’re visiting boat dealerships, hanging pictures of the bigger boat
on their refrigerator door and putting their 3 week old boat in the Boat Trader. Tragically, they’re hooked. Another classic
example, you say, of the need for a Just Say No campaign on our nation’s lakes and waterways.
Maybe you’re right. After all, you guys are the experts. You’re the ones who are left holding the bag by those who
succumb to the seduction of a first boat and then rapidly go financially downstream after that. You’re the people who try
to intervene by referring debtors to Boaters Anonymous. (The reason those meetings don’t work, by the way, is that
whenever someone mentions "higher power," everybody else runs out to buy a bigger boat motor.) You’re the originators
of the saying, "Not everyone who owns a boat goes bankrupt, but everyone who goes bankrupt owns a boat." Of course,
you’re also the people collecting incredible amounts of interest from all of those overextended boaters, but that’s not the
point here.
So, dear creditors, now you know. It’s probably only a matter of time until our boat payment dwarfs our mortgage
payment; until we’re raiding the kids’ college funds to cover the slip rental at the marina; until we’re found siphoning fuel
from neighboring boats because our gas cards are maxed out. But, until that time comes, you can breathe a sigh of relief
with every check we send you (after it clears, of course). Who knows, maybe we’ll even be one of the few who beat the
odds by enjoying boating while remaining fiscally sound. (Is that snickering I hear?)
Okay, I feel much better now that I’ve given you this advance notice. If anything else comes up that I think you should
know, I’ll be back in touch. In the mean time, if you turn down any loan applications because the people are trying to buy
too much boat, ask them if they’d be interested in a 3 year old, 20 foot bowrider. You see, we have our eye on this new
twenty-six footer and if we can sell our old boat, then...well, never mind. There are some things you probably don’t need
to know.
Sincerely,
Solvent (So Far) in Seattle
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VSC (Vessel Safety Check!) Inspection Feedback
By Butch Baxter, AP, Vessel Examiner

They say little things lead to big thinks. This is especially true when it comes to your boat. VSC inspections
are an important tool to identify problems before they turn
ugly. I would like to share some problems noted during
an inspection for our new VSC column. The inspection
was on my 2nd hand 18 footer when checking it over
prior to the boating season two years ago. I had owned
the boat for a year.
The boat had an aluminum fuel tank affixed to the
stern. Checking it out I noted the fuel cage wires were
tied to the Fill Hose pipe clamp which was causing a
chafing condition of the wires against the clamp. A clamp
was missing on the fuel tank vent hose at the deck fitting. Then I noted no connection between the Fuel Tank
& the Fill Hose, it had pulled itself off the Fill Pipe and
was just sitting on the lip. Looking at it generally you
probably would not have noted this. What caused this,
bad design, poor workmanship? Well looking into the
cause, I found that the tank was poorly installed at time of
boat manufacture. All the tank mounts did not mate
against the mating surface leaving as much as a 3/4" gap

on one. With surfaces not properly mating at time of installation & the fasteners being to short they pulled loose
allowing the tank to drop just enough for the filler hose to
pull loose over time without being detected. If the wires
had shorted due to chaffing, there is a potential for an
explosion/fire of the fuel tank. The bilge blower operating
would be unable to control this situation. This could have
been ugly and I would consider it a critical discrepancy. Bottom line, the process to install this tank because of shortcuts/poor workmanship during time of
manufacture of the boat could have killed/injured somebody many years later.
You are never to smart or old to learn more, feedback
information is a tool used in the Quality Assurance circles
and is a good tool to be used by any VSC Inspector. With our new VSC column this is a good place to
share information on discrepancies found during VSC
Inspections. Share your findings with fellow VSC Inspectors by forwarding them to the NRPS Nansemond Light
Editor for print.
Here are some pictures relating to my story.

View showing clamp missing from the fuel tank vent
hose.
View showing repaired fuel tank fill hose that was just
sitting on the lip of the fill pipe on the tank. Note chafing
A close look at one of
the four repaired tank
mounts. By use of a
spacer
behind
the
mount, provides for a
snug fit & with proper
length screws ensures a
proper installation.

View showing the short screws used to mount fuel tank.
They had 1/4 inch bite and were pulled out.
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Winners of the NRPS Safe Boating Poster Contest
Awarded at our last meeting...with the winners all present!

Winning 1st. Place in the 6-8 year
old division was Brendan Old from
Florence Bowser Elementary School
in Suffolk, with Rana Weaver, our
Safety Officer, holding the poster.

Coming in 1st Place for the 9-11
year olds was Summer Wood from
Nansemond Suffolk Academy in
Suffolk, with Rana showing her winning art.

22nd ANNUAL CLEAN THE BAY DAY
Saturday, June 5, 2010
9 a.m. - 12 Noon
JOIN THE FUN, volunteer for Clean the Bay Day and
show the world that an unhealthy Bay is unacceptable!
Every year since 1989, thousands of volunteers of all
ages have dedicated their time to clear debris from Virginia’s urban, suburban, and rural shorelines and waterways. In 2009 alone, 7,022 volunteers removed 102 tons
of debris from 475 miles of waterways. Cigarette butts,
plastic bottles and bags, tires, paper, furniture, bikes,
construction materials, are just a sample of the types of
debris that pollute our shorelines and waterways, kill marine and other wildlife, and degrade our communities and

Nansemond Light

In 2nd Place for the 6-8 year old
entrants was Elizabeth Hobbs from
First Baptist Christian School in Suffolk, as Rana shows off her poster.

the water quality of the bay. As rain falls onto our streets,
roofs, parking lots, and lawns, the stormwater runoff collects debris and other pollutants, travels through the
storm drains and ditches and ultimately deposits this pollution in our waterways and along our shorelines. The
debris is a visible and pervasive reminder that the Chesapeake Bay needs restoration and improved stewardship.
Removal and disposal of waterway and shoreline
debris is a service to local communities, the Commonwealth, and the Bay. Through citizen volunteers, Clean
the Bay Day provides localities with a cost effective way
to remove litter from the waterways and shorelines and
increase environmental stewardship.
Get involved! By foot or by boat, gather your groups,
friends, neighbors, co-workers and volunteer for a fun
day and worthwhile way of helping us Save the Bay.
There is something for everyone: litter pickup, volunteer
coordination, compiling debris data, etc.
Nansemond River Power Squadron will be joining the
effort by cleaning up the Bennett’s Creek Park area. If
you’d like to join us, arrive at 8:15 and be ready to work!
Call Frank Brown for details!
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Marine Safety Tips for Hurricane Season
Reprinted from The National Weather Center’s website, www.nhc.noaa.gov
Hurricanes have been the cause of many maritime disasters and unfortunately, there
is no single rule of thumb that can be used by mariners to ensure safe separation from
a hurricane at sea. Instead, constant monitoring of hurricane potential & continual risk
analysis when used with some fundamental guidelines become the basic tools to minimize a hurricane's impact to vessels at sea or in port. Today, even as our understanding of hurricanes increases, there is still much error inherent in forecasting the movement & intensity of these systems. Through the use of a recurring risk analysis, mariners can minimize potential impacts of a hurricane encounter. Coincidental with the
fact that NHC issues 4 Tropical Cyclone Forecast/Advisory Messages (TCM) per day
when a system is active, the risk analysis needs to be done in conjunction with each
new TCM to ensure that the sailor is evaluating the latest information to make navigation decisions. This risk analysis includes a number of extremely important factors
needed to make sound decisions & ultimately remain clear of hurricanes either at sea
or in-port.
Hurricane Floyd

Go & No Go Decisions To Leave Port

The decision to leave port for hurricane avoidance must be made very early. Consideration to the latest safe departure
time & likely avoidance routes must be balanced with a number of other factors. Most important of these is time versus
distance. The risk of damage to a vessel at sea increases as the motion of the hurricane increases towards the maximum safe speed of the vessel attempting to leave port in advance of that system. When reviewing these time/distance
considerations, mariners must include the effects "squally weather" associated with the rainbands in a hurricane will
have on underway preparations & movement from port. Similarly, building wind & sea conditions found at sea, ahead of
the hurricane, can also hamper vessel speed & maneuverability. Recognizing these time/distance problems, it cannot
be emphasized enough that early decisions to leave port in attempt to avoid hurricanes are crucial. There have been a
number of recorded instances where vessels have made the right decision to leave port in attempts to avoid hurricanes, yet were still either damaged/lost because that decision came too late

Berthing & Shelter Requirements
Considerations to remain in port during hurricane passage must include an evaluation of the amount of protection afforded by the port. The direction from which the
strongest winds are forecast to blow along with the potential for storm surge must
be factored in when deciding whether to seek
haven pier side, at anchorage, or further inland
to more protected anchorage. For instance,
storm surge can pose significant problems to
vessels tied pier side. Substantial rises in water
level may place a vessel, previously in a protected wind/wave regime, into an area exposed
to significantly greater winds & waves. Similarly,
many port & dock facilities, particularly in the
Caribbean region are fixed.
Although sufficient to support the normally small tidal range of the region, they
can quickly become submerged when exposed to even minimal hurricane related
surge. Additionally, attention to the tying of lines is also of considerable importance. This is because the force on a moored vessel will nearly double for every
15 knots of wind from tropical storm force (34 KT) to hurricane force (64 KT).
Therefore, a vessel tied to the pier under normal situations can quickly break from
the pier in periods of higher winds causing substantial damage to itself or other
vessels.
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Nansemond River Power Squadron
900 Gatling Pointe Parkway
Smithfield, Virginia 23430-2308

Stamp
Here

NRPS Calendar of Upcoming
5 June

830 22nd. Annual Save the Bay Day
NRPS Cleanup at Bennett’s Creek Park

8 June

1900 General Meeting
Plaza Azteca Restaurant, Suffolk VA

10-13 June
21 June

39th. Annual Harbor Fest, trip to Tidewater Yacht
1900 Executive Committee Meeting
Eure Residence

Publisher’s Statement

2010-2011 Bridge Officers
Commander
Executive Officer
Educational Officer
Administrative Officer
Secretary
Treasurer
Safety Officer
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Cdr Bob Eure, AP
Lt/C Mary Fisher, P
Lt/C Lilly Stone, JN
Lt/C Mark Presson
Lt/C Brenda Wallace, JN
Lt/C Gail Aikin, S
Lt. Rana Weaver, AP

THE NANSEMOND LIGHT newsletter is published monthly.
Deadlines for articles is the 25th day of each month (or immediately following a scheduled Bridge Mtg.) for the following month’s
issue and we welcome both articles and photographs of interest to
our members.. THE NANSEMOND LIGHT published for the members and member families of the Nansemond River Power Squadron (NRPS), Squadron 3600, District 5 of the United States Power
Squadrons®.
Publisher: Cdr Bob Eure, AP
Editor: Lt. Grace Brown
900 Gatling Pointe Parkway, Smithfield, VA 23430
Email: gowithgrace@aol.com
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